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Japan’s online gaming market has been growing steadily,
reaching 123 billion yen (C$$1.45 billion) in 2009 and attracting
more than 75 millions users.
According to a report by the Japan Online Game Association
(JOGA), the online games sector in 2009 was made up of 118
companies, most of which were SMEs (up to 300 employees),
including 33 companies with fewer than 50 employees. 577 titles
were produced by the online games industry that year, 357 of
which were continuing titles and 220 new titles.
The growing trend in the Japanese online games market has
been in action and role play games (action games rising from
94 titles in 2005 to 265 titles in 2009 and role play games rising
from 83 to 166 titles in the same period); while growth in the
simulation and sports games markets has stagnated and even
dropped.
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Competition within the Japanese online games market is fairly
intense, with many of the new titles coming from South Korea
and Taiwan. For multi-player connected games, (where titles
doubled between 2005 to 2009), South Korea has a commanding
lead, capturing 86 of 155 titles. Japanese titles are a distant
second with 38 titles. Taiwan shows a significant presence
with 26 titles, while the U.S. and European presence is almost
non-existent, with four titles and one title, respectively. The
breakdown for casual games has Japan in the lead (59 of 107
titles), with South Korean games second (30 titles) and just a few
others from Taiwan (eight), U.S. (seven) and Europe (three).
Web/browser games (targeting the Japanese market) have come
primarily from Japan (26 of 40 titles), with eight from Taiwan, four
from South Korea and two from Europe.
In 2009, 75.5 per cent of online game users were male and 24.5
per cent were female. On the PC platform, gamers were largely
in their 20s and 30s, whereas mobile online games were played
mostly by those in their 20s. The teen gamer market is expanding
for mobile online games and is dominated by female players in
that age group.

The key industry players in PC online games include: HanGame,
Nexon, @Games and Net Marble. The key players in mobile online
games include: DeNA - MobageTown, GREE, picopico mixi and
Square Enix. Many online games are now being played directly
through social networking sites and include: Sunshine Bokujo
(Mixi); Maple Story (Nexon); Sukatto Golf-Pangya (Gamepot);
Browser Sangokushi (Vector) and Ripley Island (So-net).
Mixi, GREE-SNS and DeNA are the dominant social network sites
in Japan. Mixi has 22.6 million users and its “Sunshine Bojuko”
game had 4.48 million users as of January 2011. REE-SNS has
23.83 million users (as of December 2010) and is Japan’s largest
social network. The site has more than 500 game titles, including
“Mon-Pla” and “Pirate Kingdom Columbus.” DeNA, which hosts
Mobage Town and approximately 22 million users, projects it will
double its revenue in 2011 to $1.3 billion.
The core business model for online games in Asia is through
microtransactions. The model is characterized by its draw of
massive users through free online games, who subsequently
purchase value-added services. This model allows not only a
unique experience for every player it also attempts to deal with
piracy, which is one of the most significant issues for the industry
in Asia. Even PC-based online games are moving toward the
microtransaction model and now account for 85 per cent of the
titles available in Japan.

OPP O RTU N IT IES

Online games, depending on their complexity, can be expensive
to develop; the costs of maintenance can be high (and ramp
up with increasing user numbers); and, to be successful in
Japan, they must be functional in the Japanese language. Given
the high labour costs associated with such development/
maintenance, companies who can undercut Japanese
production costs could find success in this market. Innovation in
game experiences is also key and the two most dominant foreign
games developers (from South Korea and Taiwan) have found
success in Japan due to their own well-established online games
industries, which have produced engaging content that has
proven appealing to Japanese gamers.
Given the relatively expensive proposition of localizing games for
the Japanese market, while competing with advanced gaming
markets such as South Korea and Taiwan mean that opportunities
for content creation for the Japanese online games market are
quite scarce for foreign firms. If localization is to be pursued,
outsourcing to low-cost labour markets may be the only option
to compete with the success of the South Korean or Taiwanese
companies.
North American game development companies with an interest
in Japanese industry opportunities may be better served by
following the investment interests of Japanese firms that are
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seeking partnerships with North American firms for the purpose
of creating content for the North American market.
Other potential opportunities in this market may include
addressing security and piracy issues, which are increasingly
plaguing the online games market.
Niche opportunities may also exist online in “serious games,” in
particular for education and training for enterprise use.

R EG U L ATO RY /COMPETI TIVE
ENVI RO NMENT
The Agency for Cultural Affairs, within the Ministry of Education,
Culture, Sports, Science and Technology, is responsible for
promoting culture and international cultural exchange in Japan.
It enforces the Fundamental Law for the Promotion of Culture
and the Arts, which is Japan’s enabling legislation affecting the
production and sales of digital entertainment products and
services. The Commerce and Information Policy Bureau in the
Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry is also relevant for the
digital entertainment and games sector. In particular, the media
and content industry division within the bureau is concerned
with the promotion of the “content industry” including animation,
film and games.
In 2008, the Act on Development of an Environment that
Provides Safe and Secure Internet Use for Young People was
passed into law (in effect since June 2009) and includes
guidelines for state and local public entities to reduce harmful
content for young people, including the use of filtering
technologies and educationalal campaigns. The private sector is
encouraged to promote such safety through voluntary measures.
Japan, like other countries with active online games markets
(and hence increasing microtransactions), is also examining the
potential need for regulation in this area to protect the interests
of minors.

MA R K ET ENTRY S TR ATEGY

Japan is a highly innovative digital gaming market. However,
innovative products that are successful in this market may not
fit well with the demands of gamers in other markets. As such,
Japanese firms are in need of industry knowledge for product
development geared to the North American and European
markets. B.C.-based firms that offer these types of channel
enhancing services, including knowledge of cultural preferences
of consumers, management skills, product distribution networks
and R&D competencies could see traction for their services.
Overall, the competitive environment requires Japanese firms
in the digital entertainment and games sector to expand and

diversify their operations. They can no longer limit operations
to producing games for arcades and home entertainment and
need to combine games with mobile phones/smart phones and
the online format. Therefore, co-operation with other firms with
expertise in various new media applications will be a key strategy
for this industry. B.C. firms that are able to provide such expertise
for the Canadian, or more broadly, the North American market,
may be able to build strategic partnerships with Japanese
gaming firms.

K E Y CO NTAC TS

Asia Pacific Business Centre, Vancouver
Suite 288 - 800 Hornby Street
(corner of Robson and Hornby)
Vancouver, B.C. V6Z 2C5
Tel: 1-604-660-9727
Toll free: 1-888-880-ASIA (2742)
www.britishcolumbia.ca
international@gov.bc.ca
British Columbia Trade and Investment
Representative Office
Tokyo Bankers Club Bldg.
1-3-1 Marunouchi, Chiyoda-ku
Tokyo 100-0005, Japan
Tel: +81(3) 3216-7180
Email: japan@britishcolumbia.ca
www.trade.britishcolumbia.ca
www.canadaspacificgateway.com
Contact: Managing Director
Embassy of Canada in Japan
7-3-38 Akasaka, Minato-ku
Tokyo 107-8503, Japan
Email: jpn.commerce@international.gc.ca
www.japan.gc.ca
Tel: + 81(3) 5412-6200
Foreign Affairs and International Trade Canada –
Pacific Region
Suite 2000 - 300 West Georgia Street
Vancouver, B.C. V6B 6E1
Tel: 604-666-7633
Fax: 604-666-0954
Email: vncvr.icci-icic@international.gc.ca
Japan Online Game Association
Umehara bldg. 9F, 2-9-9 Dogenzaka, Shibuya-ku, Tokyo
www.japanonlinegame.org/english
Computer Entertainment Rating Organization
Tel: +81(3)5289-7928
Email: info@cero.gr.jp
www.cero.gr.jp
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Disclaimer: This report has been prepared by British Columbia’s
contracted trade and investment representative, based on primary and
secondary sources of information. Readers should take note that the
Province of British Columbia does not guarantee the accuracy of any of
the information contained in this report, nor does it necessarily endorse
the organizations listed herein. Readers should independently verify the
accuracy and reliability of the information provided in this report.
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business interests?
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*If you are having trouble using this form click here to rate online
*Please note, if you are using Safari, to rate this document, please right
click on the PDF lInk, and download to your hard drive
DISCLAIMER:
This report has been prepared for the Government of British
Columbia, Canada based on primary and secondary sources
of information. Readers should take note that neither the
author nor the Government of British Columbia guarantee the
accuracy of any of the information contained in this report, nor
does it necessarily endorse the organizations mentioned within.
Readers should independently verify the accuracy and reliability
of the information before making any decisions related to their
business.
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